
Background
Mr. J. V. Krishna Reddy owns JJ Enterprises, the authorised dealer for 
Samsung. Considering high volumes of searches for branded products 
on Google, it becomes hard for any SMB owner to be easily discoverable 
online. Mr. Reddy was very keen to grow his business but till December 
2013, didn’t find a partner which could help his business find and bring in 
more potential customers around his location.

“My experience with team NowFloats has been beyond my expectation.” 

existing solutions
It’s a general perception that selling a branded product is much easier 
than others. “The truth is that businesses like JJ Enterprises face a lot of 
problems even though they sell a brand,” says Mr. Reddy. Reaching out to 
clients becomes very difficult especially via digital. Listing websites such 
as Justdial help get noticed but not with the required consistency. And 
when it comes to their own website (in order to establish their business 
name’s brand value) it’s a whole different act, and let’s not talk about 
SEO. However, what if you don’t need knowledge about SEO and still 
need the solution?

the apt solution
In December 2013, Mr. Reddy came to know about NowFloats. This is 
what he had to say:

“We love the NowFloats technology because it truly works. We have 
managed to exponentially expand the reach to our customers. Every CSD 
customer who discovered us through our NowFloats website mentioned  
how ‘well organised’ and ‘well presented’ it was.”

the result
After using NowFloats Lighthouse (Pure Organic) Mr. Reddy saw a huge 
visibility for his business on Google in and around his business location. 
His site is visible for all his products generic searches on Google such as 
“refrigerator price in Secunderabad”.

I was thrilled when an ex-serviceman’s son called me from the USA and 
then purchased Samsung products from our business when he was 
visiting India. It just shows how the NowFloats product works and there’s 
no dependency developers to update anything on the website and no 
dependency on the service providers to host anything on the web.

 

the Verdict
Clearly Mr. Reddy is a satisfied customer when he says:

“We are going to stay with NowFloats till the end.”
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